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Contexts and Si9nsan Urban Visual Poetlcs
Modern poetry is poetry of the city. What can postmodern poetry be?
Certainly poetry not o/the city but on the city; not poetry about the
city but over the city. The city not as poetic topic but poetry on top o/it.

What I call Context Poetry (or Contextual Poetics) is writing explicitly
done for its placement on a specific point of the concrete/material
world. Visual poems conceived to be read in a public space. The
Street as Page.

The meaning of a Context Poem depends as much on its words as on
its surroundings. To create and install a Visual Public Poem on the
street is a way to keep and underline the close relationship between
language and reality.

The meaning of a Public Visual Poem is given both by its Text and
Context. But more importantly: I hope not only that the physical
context gives meaning to the text, but also that the text gives some
new meaning to its surrounding physical context.

I believe Context Poetry was one of the first forms of poetry and is
directly related to cave paintings, for example. When cities appeared,
poetry on the streets also appeared. Some of the ancient Chinese
poems we admire now in books were in fact originally written on
crossroads and on all kinds of buildings. A very important part of the
literature of ancient civilizations was written on walls and in nature.
Today our skyscrapers and houses don't consider poetic writing as
part of their structure. This fact says everything about the nature of
our silence.

The alienation of poetry began when intellectuals started to read in
silence and to write in private.

The first anthology of Context Poetry is The Greek Anthology, which
compiles inscription-poetry made for statues, monuments and grave-
stones. Real epigrams are the first Western expression of contextual
poetics.



order to construct a discourse about people (especially lovers and
enemies), territory, journeys, to give human meaning to a natural
landscape or to tell the history of a place-which demonstrates that
Context Poetry can be about practically everything.

The only form of contextual poetry that still survives and is in common
use is epitaphs: little poems about the dead in the precise place where
they are. But Context Poetry also needs to be a common form of
writing about the alive in the precise places where they live.

When every ready-made becomes an already-made, when the word
Avant-Garde becomes a must in every ad to sell new cars, when artists
change their strategy from "Make it New" to "Make it News," and
when the idea of the New becomes old, as art-makers we become
aware not that Art is Dead, but that there is something after it. And
we also understand that what is after Art is what Art has always been
after. I really believe that placing poetry outside of books and in the
streets is one way to escape the death of language.

My experience and background tell me Popular Culture, not Literature,
is the root of riskier experimental poetics. Looking critically (creatively)
at what is happening on the streets, deriving the New from the
Popular is one of the keys to experimental art right now in Latin
America. This is the point from which I write.

The mixture of Popular Culture and High Culture is what Western
sociologists call "Postmodernism." But I cannot remember a time in
Latin America (from the Baroque to our Mass Media) when this mix-
ture has not been going on. Latin America's literature and mind has
always mixed Popular and High Culture ... which means we have been
postmodern all along.

I don't derive my visual poems mainly from literary authors but from
the streets. The word-play, slang and jokes made by people who don't
conceive of themselves as "poets" are the ancestors of every kind of
poetry we can think of. That's why once I write my poems I do every-
thing I can to return them to the place where they are not going to be
considered literature but simply one more damn sign on the street.

My first writing was in the form of obscene poems and bad graffiti on
the back of bus seats or on walls in my neighborhood. My first pub-
lications (and I'm very proud of this) were not in books or even in
fanzines (which were the main media of my generation in Tijuana)



During the 1998 Festival de la Frontera (Border Arts Festival) I made
and installed a series of 24 signs whose text and texture were supposed
to resemble other kinds of Tijuana signs. Some of them were written
in English. The signs were made of transparent red acrylic and hung
on posts, poles, streetlights and below traffic signs. They were
installed in Downtown Tijuana and close to the International Border.
The poems were short metaphysical sentences, sometimes ironic puns
about the border, the streets and urban life.

Each one of my sign-poems is a little chronicle about what happens
to people on the streets.

When poetry assumes the form of another discourse (publicity or
streets signs) it mocks it. Visual poetry for me is a comic resource.

During the installation process (which took two days) I interacted
with inspectors, street vendors, business owners and passersby who
didn't understand what I was doing and what the texts meant. Those
two days of reactions, questions, comments and disapproval have
been my best experience as a writer. Making Public Poetry is a way
for me to get away from the safe and boring atmosphere of the literary
scene in order to interact directly with the ordinary world.

Days after I installed the sign poems when I asked people on the
street (not revealing I was the author) what those red signs were and
what they meant, I never got a response that said: it is a poem. No.
People always explained to me it was a new ordinance by the city
government, a strange sort of political propaganda from the opposi-
tion parties, maybe a new strategy to attract tourism, some kind of
announcement or traffic sign. At first I became frustrated by these
responses because I felt I had failed to produce recognizable poetry. I
then, trying to protect my ego, thought that the problem was not my
style but the public's lack of knowledge of how poetry looks or is. But
then, after hearing a lot of people, one after the other with the same
reactions, I figured out what the real cause of this "confusion" was.
Publicity and propaganda also use word play, the power of sound,
humor, sex, ideology, minimal ism, typography, multi-leveled meanings,
so how could ordinary people, often non-literate, distinguish one of
my signs from the other forms of texts which use the same language
techniques? For them those red signs were simply another sign on the
street (and certainly not the fanciest nor the funni<;q) using the same



language resources the others use. And after all, 1 had written some of
them explicitly as parodies of traffic signs. So I became aware that
there was no significant difference between my sign-poems and other
verbal signs on the street. And I now believe that a poem is not differ-
ent from a commercial ad or a campaign slogan, as it is not different
from a primitive chant or myth, a modern essay or novel. Poetry has
no privileged nature or definition.

[If somebody here has a Buddhist mind inside her or his material
skull, she or he can understand that it makes perfect sense to say
poetry has no essence.]

For the Frontera Sign Poetry project 1 chose a transparent surface be-
cause 1 wanted to make a poem in which the text could be read along
with other urban texts (such as all kinds of advertising and political
propaganda); I wanted a text written not over a neutral space but a
text that had to be read with the city and other texts as its (literal)
background. A text on a surface that lets the context be part of the
poetic space. A page that is also a window. In our electronic era poetry
is made in response not only to literature and tradition but also in
response to the language of mass media and urban texts. 1wanted to
make that cultural fact visible in a poem, physically evident. There is
no poetical text which is not thick. For me that's the meaning of
texture: the appearance of a multiplicity of text interwoven. Every
text is built of other texts, every text has texture.

Another interesting thing that happened thanks to their see-through-
surface was that the sign poems were used as an urban toy through
which one could see the other side in an unusual way. Many of the
passersby, for instance, saw the signs as an opportunity to see the
urban landscape in red. 1 count these simple aesthetic experiences as
an essential part of my installation poetry art project.

A very strong and interesting tendency of visual or concrete poetry is
to remove the semantic aspect of poetry. My visual poems don't
pursue that, but the opposite. A public sign poem wants to compete
with, mock or change the semantic element of other highly visible
signs and texts on the streets.

As a writer I have a rule concerning the use of space: I should write
everywhere graffiti is written.



but I am almost sure that the sort of fancy visual poetry that now is
being made is going to end up somewhere in a museum or a website,
which means that there's a risk involved in concentrating on electron-
ic visual poetry. This risk consists of letting electronic visual poetry
become another fantastic way to forget the streets as primordial page,
another wonderful way to keep poetry away from the outside world.

A visual poem must be done primarily for commuters, not for com-
puters.

Every thought that arises in the mind must eventually appear in the
mouth, every word created by the voice must eventually appear on a
page, and every poem must exist simultaneously on the internet and
on the street.

Visual poetry exclusively done for a museum, a book or the net is like
a rainbow in black and white.

Visual poetry means to make poetry visible for others. So, visuality is
a technique to expand the audience and viewers of poetry in general-
not a way to do a special kind of poetry confined to small circles of
readers.

The visual aspect of a normal poetry book page is totally alien to
common people (currently educated to see fancy newspaper, magazine
and internet pages, and complex TV and billboards' verbal spaces).
So, the role of design is to help poetry look familiar to people who
almost never open a book.

No poem is made only of words. Every poem makes sense only in the
context of sightings, events, exterior reality, people, otherness, which
means that every poem is a context-poem.

If I wish to be coherent in my personal poetics I cannot say I make
Visual Poetry ... I make Visible Poetry.

I consider my sign poems and other urban context poetry as an
experimental writing whose purpose is to help make poetry available
to everybody again.

The best part of making a sign-poem is that once I write it and put it
somewhere on the street it no longer belongs to me. My poems

suddenly become other people's problem. That's why I don't include
my name on them. Once I have installed a poem in Downtown
Tijuana I can forget about it and leave to others its rewriting and
final destruction. That's wonderful.

I am proud to say that all my sign-poems have found rapid death at
the hands of graffiti artists, the police, the telephone company, a girl
who thinks it might look good in her room or a taxi driver who wants
to re-use the material somehow. I don't believe art must survive indef-
initely. Art must be destroyed in order to not become merchandise or
an institutional icon.

One of my main objectives in doing Context Poetry is to produce art
that cannot enter the Market, because a context poem cannot be re-
peated and made into a saleable object ... in fact, it will be destroyed
by the natural elements and people on the street.

Making sign poems is a good way to get rid of your own poems and
all the anguish that usually affects poets. I encourage everybody to
write poems that are going to wind up somewhere on the street,
because this is the best way to get rid of all the bad poetry we have in
our drawers, computer files and hidden chapbooks.


